YDNA
Traces a male line straight back. A son, father, grandfather, great
grandfather and on back will have the same YDNA Results.
There can be no break in the line you are trying to research. If a
Father has no sons, the line stops with him.

Do you have the Right male for the test?
• Who should be tested? 2nd cousins or closer. Only test the oldest alive man in one
line, always test the oldest generation first.
• How do you test the men in your mom’s line? You should test her brother or her
brother’s sons. Make sure they have the same surname as the person you are
trying to research.

• How do you contact someone to take the test? Explain YDNA to them, pointing
out they have the same YDNA as the person you are researching. Get them
excited, tell them they will help you resolve a mystery. If they don’t test, this
information will be lost forever. Prepare them for the results, may not come out
as expected, do they still want to know the results?

How does YDNA Help?
• Do you have a lot of common surnames? YDNA can separate them into
groups
• Do you have similar surnames? Could they be misspelled or were they
changed on purpose? YDNA can help you put them in your tree where they
belong
• Cannot identify someone distinctively - brothers, fathers, grandfathers will
all look the same
• Can help identify a surname, for example, adoptions. Not sure if someone’s
surname is correct? YNDA can help you.
• FTDNA uses DNA in law enforcement searches, don’t want? Go into your
account settings, privacy & setting, toggle to turn off

Who Offers YDNA and Haplogroups?
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A haplogroup is a group of people who share a common
paternal or maternal ancestor. Shows history 60,000 to 100,000
years ago. Different companies offer different levels of
Haplogroups. Sometimes this is helpful.

You can
transfer your
results from
other
companies to
FTDNA. They
will convert
them to
FamilyTree
DNA’s
standard.
Some of your
markers will
change

Types of YDNA Testing
FTDNA began offering 12-marker Y-chromosome STR
tests in March 2000.
• 37 Markers: Tells if you are related to someone, yes or
no answer
• 111 Markers: Shows the family group line you are
related to
• Big Y-700: Will display lineages within a group of
people

Haplogroups
Deep ancestral
groups that help us
understand the
origins of our direct
paternal line
ancestors
There are two kind
of values in
Haplogroups: SNPs
and STRs

Letters and numbers are used to ID different haplogroups.
The first letter is the major group, the other letters and
numbers are used for recent changes in the DNA.

Haplogroup names
• I-M253: Is the broad geographic location
where my husband’s ancestor may have
been from. This is followed by a SNP name.
Each SNP has a date and time associated
with it. If a man had a SNP that began in
the beginning of time, it passes to all his
descendants.
• Haplogroup I1 (Y-DNA) is the original
paternal lineage of Nordic Europe. In
human genetics, Haplogroup I-M253
occurs at greatest frequency in
Fenno-Scandia.
• I know my husband comes from England,
Austria and Slovenia
Migration Maps

SNPs – Single small changes in the DNA
Three types of SNPs
• Foundational functional SNPs that everyone must have, from
the beginning of time
• Location type SNPs that some persons share with you, very
old places
• Matching based SNPs, only people related to you will share

Being in a Haplogroup means you have all these SNPs
from the beginning of the world to present.
All Haplogroups travelled, you may have a certain
haplogroup, but you may not be related where it began

Tour at FTDNA
Website
Only Migration
Maps and
Haplotree &
SNPs are worth
looking at.

Haplotree & SNPs
Most recent
branch

This line is the Terminal SNP – marker identifies
your current branch of the YDNA Tree.
You can
order
SNPs

Number of branches that
come after this one.

Country
report,
see
locations
of
others
tested
All the
SNPS
that
identify
this level
on the
YDNA
Tree

Haplogroups and Genealogy
• Haplogroups can sort of tell you where you are not from and they can
sometimes tell you where you are from
• You can improve your chances by doing more testing, Big-Y testing is
the holy grail!
• They can tell you if you are from a specific genetically distinct,
population:
• Jewish – J-P58
• Native American - Q
• African – E-M96

What could help you understand YDNA More?
• Join a Haplogroup Project: Family Tree DNA probably has a one or
more projects for your haplogroup. You can connect with others who
have common origins through history. To see if there is a project for
your haplogroup:
• Sign in to your myFTDNA account
• Click on Projects in the menu bar, then select, Join a project
• Look in the Y-DNA Haplogroups projects section for your project

• Get more SNPs tested. Go for the Big-Y for the all-inclusive test.
• Join mitoydna.org: Upload Y-DNA to create a YDNA DNA database.
The site also offers DNA matching, analysis and tools to help users
further their genealogical research. Also for mtDNA.

Lets see if you understand Haplogroups
• 2 cousins want to prove they have the same
immigrant ancestor
• You have an ancestor who departed of certain port,
but you think he is actually from a different town
• Your family swears you had a Native American
Ancestor
• You have the same surname as others in a town, are
you related to them?

Before Matching – Set your Settings

If you don’t want
to receive a
bunch of email
about your YDNA
matches, make
sure you unclick
Y-12 and Y-25 at
least.

STR Matching

DYS are markers. They are the
physical locations on the DNA
you had tested. The are the
same for all men.
Underneath are the values,
unique characteristics. They
change due to your paternal
parentage. If you take all the
results, they are you, your
father, your grandfather and
on back through time. This is
what makes YDNA matching
possible.

A Y-STR is a short tandem repeat (STR) on the Y-chromosome.
The number of times it repeats is how men are different. Multi
copy markers: two locations on the YDNA that have the same
signature, have more than one spot, always reported in
numerical order, but could actually be out of order.

Multiple
Values

Select Y-DNA Matches on your home page. View it in Table view, more user friendly.
For the Genetic Distance/Differences
12 or 25 Markers allow 1 step, 37 or 67 Markers allow 3 steps, 111 markers allow 5 steps.

Search for Surname
matches
The most
important Column

If you only tested at 67 markers, consider upgrading to 111
markers or the Big-Y, 700 markers. If any of your matches tested
at either 111 or 700 marker, you should probably upgrade your
YDNA test!

If you have 5 or less matches at 67 markers, that is rare. Those matches will mean more. They are more likely
related to you. If you had 70 matches, this would be more common and not very helpful. More common matches
might mean you are all from the same country or region.

For Paternal Ancestor, user input. May
or may not be correct.
John Beach 1623-1677
Azariah Beach 1743-1820
10-12 steps back

Speech box, this is where you
can make notes.

If the tree is dark
that person has a
pedigree.

Tip calculator. It tells you what generation you should
be looking at to match a person. The farther back you
go in generations, the harder the genealogy research!

Group Projects
You probably don’t need to join more
than one surname project.

Click join a project. FTDNA will provide
recommended projects to join for:
Surnames, Geographical and
YDNA Haplogroup

The I1-Z138 YDNA Project is for people
who have tested Z138+ and downstream
SNPs ... Z138 is an YSNP found down from
Z58 on the Haplogroup-I1 Tree. Project
SNPs include: All Z138 downstream
branching including S2293, Z2541, S6277,
S6270, S6275, S5619/FGC3500, PF1610.
602 members on Facebook.

Big Y - 700
• Has both SNPS (Big Y) and STRs (700)
• 23,600,000 SNPs - YDNA known so far, Big Y - 23,500,000 SNPs, 95%
• We are still learning more about these SNPs
• For STR 700, you normally get in the 600s markers range
• YDNA 700 can sometimes go back 100 generations
• You get a specific Haplogroup, previous tests were predictions
• Find private mutations, linage specific values – find your ancestor
from 4 brothers
• Can fix mistakes made in previous tests

Not known yet

Actual matches
Already known in the YDNA Tree

Blue is forward read and green is reverse read. Pink is where the your YDNA is found to be
different from the named variants, a mutation (could not find 10 exact the copies),
misreads. Only count high quality misreads. Light colors are low-quality results while dark
colors are good quality misreads.

Two kinds of matching – SNPs and STRs

Big Y Matching
SNPs

Shared Variants Column very important. These shared mutations are the most
valuable for recreating trees. More about the Block tree later.

1,024,546
SNPs used for
matching

You will have many pages of STRs. Some blocks may not have a number. For the 111-marker
test, you have all the values. But for the 700 markers test, it is new technology and not
perfect. Some values will not be known yet. This varies for everyone. Those blocks that are
empty are not counted in the total number of markers result.

On the Home page click
Y-DNA matches
The Big Y differences
column tells you the total
number of values they
evaluated and the
number that is different.
This table also has the
terminal SNP. It is
possible for someone to
match you and not have
the same terminal SNP as
you. In my husband’s
chart, you can see there
are only 2 of his matches
that have his same
terminal SNP as him;
they also took the 700
markers test as did my
husband.

Terminal SNP

If some of these other men took the Big Y test, they might be a closer match to my
husband.

Big Y Block Tree

This is currently my
husband’s best matches.
However this tree will
change, which we want.
Look at this block tree often
to verify where you match.

These above SNPs (appear at the top of your Block Tree) keep going after
each other until they reach the main branch at the end. You can click on
each of the SNPs and see where they fall in the tree.

Private variant blocks -teal - are
not shared by one other
person.
The aggregated blue blocks are
the branch points. They are
shared mutations that tell us
about the linking of different
lineages to each other. They
are the branch parts in your
YDNA Tree.

On the left side of the block
tree is the timeline. It tells you
when different branches are
connected. It tells you when
you are related to the men in
this block tree.
The numbers are the number
of SNP differences between
men who are branching at this
level. Each SNP is about 80
years (AVG 50-150) But this
varies, it takes time for a new
SNP to evolve.
So take the bottom number 20
x 80 = 1600 years ago. This is
how long it would take to go
back to connect this a
particular branch. This is an
estimate.

Branch Point – All SNPs above are shared
with Horace, John and my husband
Everything below is where our
lineages split apart. We have private
variants.
See how the private variants start at
the number 10. Multiply this number
by 80 which equals 800 years. This
means 1221 is the year where
Horace, John and my husband have a
shared ancestor. What was
happening in England at that time?
The 10-year-old Joan of England,
eldest daughter of the late
King John (Lackland), marries the 21year-old King Alexander II of
Scotland, at York Minster.
Source: Agnes Mure MacKenzie
(1957). The Foundations of Scotland,
p. 251.

SNPs and STRs – Are They Stable?
• SNPs and STRs are very different.
• SNPs change usually only once in
history; they are very stable.
• They are very good on finding branch
points.

• STRs are not stable.
• They have a back mutations. The
back mutation occur very often. They
are hard to detect unless you test a
lot of persons.
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You might think these two men
are very closely related.
However, the man on the left
has a back mutation, whereas
the man on the right does not.

What to do next with YDNA
• If you can afford it, do more YDNA testing, get more family
involved with your project
• How do you bring YDNA testing results into your project?
• Sort your testers by the Block Tree, ID the branch points in
the tree
• Work with the STRs on those branch points, look at their
lineage results
• YFull is a DNA analysis service that allows customers to
analyze raw data files (BAM and CRAM)

YFULL - How to Use

1

Go the
Yfull.com,
scroll to
the
bottom
of the
page,
click here

4

3

2

Insert your terminal SNP in the
Search Box

5

Here are the results of putting in my
You can see there are three men identified here. The first two
husband’s terminal SNP. This was
when I did not have an account yet. men’s SNP was created 1650 years before present and the

other man’s SNP was created 1150 years before present (YBP),
he is downstream from the first two.

Upper level SNP
My Husband’s SNP.

If you get no
results from
your search on
YFull. Pull up
your Haplotree
on FTDNA. Put
in the next
upper level
SNP branch
and search.

YFull does the analysis for you, similar to the FTDNA Block Tree. Before you are on Yfull.com, you
can go back and forth between the Yfull.com tree and the Haplogroup tree. You could see how
you fit in and maybe get an estimate on how far back your ancestor was. YFull won’t show private
mutations like the Block Tree. Above are my husbands tentative results.

SNP Matches on YFull.com
MRCA branch – Most Recent Common
Ancestor
TMRCA CI xx% ybp – Time to most recent
ancestor and confidence
Terminal Hg - The Haplogroup or branch
with the youngest estimated age

Table of Contents on YFULL
I am currently waiting for the Age Estimation
Information. Horace Beach tells me that will tells us
more about how close my husband and he are
related. This take much time to figure it out.

I think this is the age of the SNPs, I will post this
information once I have it and understand it!

